
Washington, D.C., plays a crucial role in global relations, which impacts our region’s 
residents. Listeners are curious for different points of view. And breaking news is crucial 
in our nation’s capital. That’s why WAMU 88.5 is bringing listeners a new schedule.  

Weekday Changes What’s Changing and Why 
When we heard that Tell Me More was being cancelled, we looked at our entire weekly schedule. 
We listened to the feedback we’ve received. And we checked our listening data. We found 
out a few things:

 People in our region want global news

 We have an opportunity to enhance WAMU’s commitment to engage and  
 connect our community with the world

 We can improve our listeners’ experience throughout the day and evening

Beginning August 4th, we are adding two new programs - BBC Newshour and Here & Now, 
expanding Q with Jian Ghomeshi, and adjusting our midday programming. 

We’re enriching our morning and afternoon news coverage.

BBC Newshour at 9 a.m. 
An exceptional global breaking news show, Newshour will follow Morning Edition. We’ll go 
from local and national to global news.  Then we’ll jump into The Diane Rehm Show, where 
Diane takes on national and international current affairs.

Here & Now at 3 p.m
We’re also expanding our afternoon news cycle to bring you an additional hour of breaking 
news. At 3 p.m. we’re adding Here & Now. An NPR/WBUR co-production, Here & Now is 
committed to covering breaking afternoon news, followed by All Things Considered with local, 
national and international news.

Fresh Air  at 2 p.m.
is moving into the 2 p.m. timeslot, following The Kojo Nnamdi Show, so our midday schedule 
will be filled with deep dives into politics, current affairs, art and culture.

CBC Radio-Canada’s Q with Jian Ghomeshi  at 10 p.m.
Q is broadcast on Fridays, where it is a WAMU listener favorite so we’re expanding the 
show. Q will be followed by As It Happens, another favorite of WAMU listeners produced 
by CBC. 

As a public radio station, WAMU 88.5 is here to serve the needs of our diverse community. 
We believe that the new schedule gives our listeners a wider variety of options and 
expands the depth and breadth of what we are privileged to broadcast. For more information 
about these new shows, please visit wamu.org.
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Weekend Changes What’s Changing and Why
We’re bringing our listeners some enhancements to weekend listening. We’ve adjusted 
our schedule and are introducing Marketplace Weekend. 

Day 6, Saturdays at 4 p.m.
CBC Radio-Canada’s news magazine of the week’s events, Day 6 is moving to day six 
(Saturdays) at 4 p.m. Listeners will get the most up to date coverage in the most timely 
manner possible. TED Radio Hour can now be heard on Sunday mornings.

On Being with Krista Tippett , Sundays at 6 a.m.
Airing an hour earlier, On Being tackles the questions, what does it mean to be human, and 
how do we want to live? Krista Tippett explores the richness and complexity in 21st 
century lives and endeavors. 

Marketplace Weekend, Sundays at 7 a.m.
We’re introducing Marketplace Weekend, a new program, Sundays at 7 a.m. Marketplace 
Weekend will explore personal finance, the big news stories of the week and why they 
matter for the future. 

Wait, Wait…Don’t Tell Me, Sundays at 10 a.m.
A WAMU favorite, Wait, Wait will air an hour earlier.  NPR’s weekly quiz show, listeners can 
test their knowledge against the best and brightest in news and entertainment.

TED Radio Hour, Sundays at 11 a.m.
Moving to a new day and time, TED Radio Hour takes listeners on a journey through fascinating 
ideas: astonishing inventions, fresh approaches to old problems, new ways to think and create.

Backstory, Sundays at 2 p.m.
Introduced last year, Backstory moves to a new time on Sundays. Listeners get unique 
historical perspectives to the events happening around us today, revealing the 
connections (and disconnections) between past and present.

Car Talk 
remains a very popular for our region’s listeners but there are many options for listening if you 
miss it on Saturdays.  The Sunday morning rebroadcast at 10 a.m.  is being retired.
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